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Pardes Schmooze 

Week 3 

Home Run Derby!! Fireworks!! Yes week 3 will forever be remembered for Tuesday, but everyone knows by now 
that the Pardes newsletter includes something from every day, and we're not going to just skip to Tuesday as much 
as Monday is all the way back in the rear view mirror. I thought that learning was focusing on Hilchos Shabbos, but 
many kids have been asking me complicated Brachos Q's, and many of the campers have been saying many 
Amen's out loud and walking around with slurpees! Well here's a Brachos Q for all the experts, what Bracha is an 
ice cream sandwich? After learning on Monday, Shannon Road tied Ben & Jerry's in ultimate. Yes, it's officially ruled 
a tie as the play in question was researched and it's not a touchdown. The last team to have basketball clinic with 
Rabbi Boim was Pride of the Farm. It's so nice to see the campers gaining skills in so many different sports. After 
lunch we headed to Gearity, to play baseball against an older camp. Pardes unfortunately lost our first inter camp 
game ever, however, it was great to see that Shalom Yosef, Elya, and Gavi were able to get on base against a team 
of boys 3, 4 and 5 years older than them. Before our first baseball clinic of the summer, we were able to keep it 
close, but we all know that perfect practice makes perfect and we'll see how we do if there's a rematch. After the 
game we cooled off with some swimming and freeze pops. 
 
After learning on Tuesday, Pardes Jr. got introduced to lanyard weaving. Everyone else picked up on this project 
later in the week, but at 11 they got an early start to leagues with a busy day ahead. Cookies and Cream easily 
handled Chocolate Mousse in Dodgeball while Shannon Road, as usual, beat Pride of the Farm in baseball, and 
Yoni Israeli edged Yosi in the championship game of the Ben & Jerry's air hockey tournament. The elites then got 
ready for their overnight. First, they made their own deli sandwiches for supper later on. They then left for Kantina, 
Whirley ball, Laser tag, and then the home run derby. Meanwhile 2nd, 3rd, and 4th each got their prizes for different 
bunk games during week 2, and they all chose Izzy's for lunch! After lunch they also packed deli sandwiches for 
their night activity. After an extra-long swim at Notre Dame including Sharks and Minnows, (and on campus for the 
K's and 1's) we had our smallest carpool of the summer as Camp Pardes never ends. Most of the campers joined 
the night activity with the elite overnight at Canal Park in Akron. First we ate our deli sandwiches and Bentched, We 
then found our seats and watched team Baerga helped out by three Hafner home runs win 18-17 in the softball 
game. After Mincha, Jason Krizan hit about 30 homers to win the derby. After that, Camp Pardes was treated to an 
incredible fireworks show (a glimpse of it might appear in the week 3 camp video). The night activity group 
begrudgingly called it a night when they were dropped off at home after the derby, but the elites continued the 
overnight with building a fire and using it to roast hot dogs and marshmallows then calling it a night in the new Hyatt 
by Legacy village. 
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After Shachris and make your own eggs for breakfast, the elites had a scavenger hunt at Legacy (team Yoni and 
Moshe easily won) swam and packed up their stuff so they could join Camp Pardes as they cooled down skating at 
the Pavillion. Meanwhile, back at camp, 4 tired 4th graders beat a dozen 2nd and 3rd graders in dodgeball 3-1. In the 
one win for team 2/3 the Benny Shai and Yosef (3 second graders!) got all the outs. K & 1 played steal the kosher 
salami and musical chairs indoors. After eating many grilled cheese sandwiches and a loud benching (where 2nd 
grade won popsicles) everyone went ice skating for the rest of the afternoon. A special thank you goes out to our 
staff. Rabbi Raiz covered for Rabbi Boim and Shlomo, and with four staff members joining skating late since they 
were helping wrap up the overnight trip, the rest of the staff helped the campers learn how to skate. Many campers 
said that they never skated before, but picked up the skill and had a great time! We got back to camp exactly at 4:15, 
just in time for freeze pops and dismissal. The elites and staff went home to sleep for about 14 hours as they were 
totally exhausted after "the best overnight ever". The only thing that wasn't absolutely perfect about the overnight 
was that our head counselor wasn't able to join since he had prior commitments. When asked, he said that he would 
have picked going to the home run derby overnight (plus Kantina, whirley ball, hotel, fire pit etc) over Niagara Falls 
(who wouldn't) but was happy that we taped the fireworks show so he could see that part. 
 
On Thursday Ben & Jerry's was down 2-0 in dodgeball, but won three games in a row without Meir Dym! It helps 
that Yoni was diving and catching everything in sight. Speaking of Yoni, Camp Pardes has a second adjustable 
hoop outside the building and can you guess who built it? Yehuda Meystel won Shannon Road's air hockey 
tournament, while Shai and Yehuda hit back to back home runs as Cookies and Cream easily beat Chocolate 
Mousse in baseball. After some yummy baked ziti, Cookies and Cream continued their winning streak 1-0 in soccer, 
but then tied in dodgeball. Shannon Road edged Ben & Jerry's in baseball. As usual, we cooled down with some 
swimming and freeze pops. 
 
Friday after learning, raffle and some cookie baking, we ate lunch (pizza bagels) and headed out to Gearity. Pardes 
Jr. enjoyed the playground, and for everyone else leagues continued. Football between Shannon Road and Pride of 
the Farm ended in a tie. In kickball, Chocolate Mousse was down 2-0 after 3.5 innings. In the bottom of the fourth, 
Shimmy singled and scored Dovid’s single, Yosef kicked a double to make it second and third with no outs. Daniel 
Israeli then kicked a two run walk off singe for the first Chocolate Mousse win this week! After the game first got to 
go to the playground while second played basketball. 4th 5th and 6th had a home run derby to end off home run 
derby week! 
Please check your email for weekly videos and other important announcements. 
Have a good Shabbos, 
Camp Pardes 
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From the Desk of our Learning Director: 
Dear Pardes Family, 
This week was quite exciting. Aside from our regular leibedik Davening and learning about Shabbos, we focused on 
Brochos. On Wednesday morning we had a surprise Brochos bee. Many boys knew a lot about Brochos. 
The exciting contest ended in a tie. 
Ask your son about the Brochos on mushrooms, avocados, strawberries, nuts, cholent etc. 
On Friday morning I took Rabbi Mann's class on a special tour of the Cleveland Heights Eruv. 
In the assembly before learning groups we told the story of poor Zundel who needed a Brocho to enter Gan Eden 
and the story of Rachamim who found out how much his schlepping was really worth. Ask your little tzadikim to tell 
you the stories. They are two of my favorites. 
At the learning raffle we learned about the raffle tickets which were used to apportion Eretz Yisroel. The tickets 
actually talked! However our tickets remained silent (so far). 
Have a wonderful Shabbos! 
Rabbi Aharon Lebovics 
 
Pardes Crafts and Baking News! 
This week during our arts and crafts hour the kindergarten boys were able to decorate their very own sport visor. 
The visors had pictures of balls, bats, mitts, basketball, etc. some boys took their time and worked really hard on 
coloring them in the lines! A few of the older boys were introduced to lanyard key chaining. More colors of lanyard 
are coming next week! This will also be an ongoing activity for the boys to enjoy throughout the rest of the summer. 
This week during baking hour the boys that choose to were able to shape their very own sugar cookies! The best 
part was being able to put sprinkles and chocolate chips on top to decorate them (some may have ended up being 
eaten before they got on the cookies☺). The boys are super excited to bring their cookies home to enjoy on 
Shabbos. Cookies were baked in a fleishig oven. 
Have a wonderful and relaxing Shabbos! 
Morah Dina Rossio 
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League Standings 

  

Team Name                                               Wins                           Losses                                    Ties 

Shannon Road                              7                             4                                     2 

Ben & Jerry’s                                5                             4                                     2 

Pride of the Farm                         2                             8                                    3 

Cookies & Cream                         3                             1                                     1 

Chocolate Mousse                       1                             3                                    1 

*These standings may be inaccurate, please email pardesboyscamp@gmail.com with any corrections. Please include info on each game in question.. 
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